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MEMORIES OF MONTENEGRO.'
BY MARIE MACH.

ACCORDING

to

the

researches

of

the

Croatian historian A.

Klaic history furnishes the following data with regard to the

>

founding of Montenegro

:

In the second half of the fifteenth cen-

tury the powerful principality Zeta was ruled by Ivan Crnojevic,
a voivode

the

renowned

memory

in

song and story and

of the people,

whose

north of the Lake of Scutari.

capital

The whole

still

living to-day in

2abljak lay somewhat
life

of this

constant struggle against Venetians and Turks.

If

man was
the poet

a
is

when he says that the man who would deserve liberty and
must conquer them daily anew, then Crnojevic deserved both.
The northern part of the principality of Zeta was governed by
Stephan Vukcic, and the southern by the famous Albanian, Georg
Castriota (Scanderbeg). Both of these were brave allies of Ivan.
Inspired by their example he conceived the bold plan of recovering
for his kingdom its original extent over to the Adriatic Sea. Venice
had possessed Scutari since the year 1396, and since 1441 also the
entire coast of Cattaro up to the mouth of the Bojana River, and
therefore was bitterly opposed to Ivan's designs. After a long and
right

life

'This article is a chapter translated by Lydia G. Robinson from Miss
Mach's Erinnerungen einer Erzieherin, published anonymously with an introduction by the author's brother, Prof. Ernst Mach of Vienna, first in 1912, and
in a second enlarged edition the following year (Vienna and Leipsic, Wilhelm
Braumiiller). A French translation has also been published. A review of the
book (with extracts) appeared in The Open Court of February 1913. Miss
Mach's sojourn in Montenegro took place in 1889-91, but her reminiscences
have been brought down to date just preceding the late Balkan war. The
illustrations of the article are reproduced from photographs made by a
Cattaro photographer.
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futile

menace of Turkey forced the bold
plans and become reconciled to Venice.

struggle the increasing

voivode to renounce his
He even concluded an alliance with the republic.
After Scanderbeg's death Sultan Mohammed II succeeded in
taking Negroponte from the Venetians.

He

then endeavored to

expel them from Albania and to conquer Zeta.

army

of seventy thousand

command

of the beglerbeg

men

against

He

despatched an

Scutari under the chief

Sulyman Pasha, but

all

assaults

were

repulsed by the defenders, the Venetian captain Antonio Loredano

and Ivan Crnojevic.
1478 the Sultan, enraged at his defeat, placed himself

In

personally at the head of an

ceeded

in

army

He

to conquer Scutari.

suc-

capturing 2abljak, Ivan's capital, and in driving him

back into the mountains but Scutari did not fall into his hands
When Herzegoimtil peace was concluded with Venice in 1479.
vina submitted to the Turks in the same year Zeta was shut in by
enemies on two, sides, and its inhabitants fled to the gorges of
;

Because of
mountain range received
Black Mountains or Montenegro), which

"Zetskaplanina" north of 2abljak as far as Cattaro.
its

the

dense pine forests and dark

name Crnagora

(=

cliffs this

mentioned in the year 1435. Until the year 1479 the district
was used by the inhabitants of Zeta only as pasture land.
Together with his subjects and the former archbishop of Zeta,
whose see, the cloister of St. Nikola on an island in the Lake of
Scutari, had likewise fallen into the power of the Turks, Prince
is first

Crnojevic withdrew into the pathless Crnagora. The Turks also
conquer the rest of Zeta, but while Ivan lived they were

tried to

not able to do so.

Although abandoned by

his

Venetian

allies

he

continued the struggle, and even succeeded in winning back his
capital 2abljak

though only temporarily.

As

Mohammed's

successor,

was no longer any possibility
of escape, Ivan set fire to 2abljak and with his faithful followers
threw himself into the mountains where he settled in the village of
Cetinje, an estate of his family. Pursued here also by his enemies,
Bajazed

II, laid

siege to

it.

there

fled to Italy. When he succeeded in returning to Cetinje in 1483
he erected a cloister and a church there. By this means Cetinje
became the spiritual center of Crnagora. Ivan erected a dwelling

he

made it his capital, also fortifying all the
Towards the Turkish frontier he established
forts at suitable points, among others the fortified town Sokol on
the mountain of the same name and its ruins are still called 'Tvanovgrad" (Ivansburg). In an assembly of the people it was deterfor himself in Cetinje and

mountain passes.
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no Montenegrin should leave the place assigned

for battle without the permission of his superiors.

to

Whoever

him
did

was declared destitute of honor and
was compelled to wear women's clothes and to carry a distaff. Does
not this recall the code of Lycurgus?
One is reminded of the ancient Spartans so often and in so
many ways in the customs and usages of the people that he is
finally tempted to believe that the Montenegrins must have some
so in spite of this prohibition

drops of Spartan blood

in

their veins.

It

is

not at

all

impossible

CETINJE.

under compulnorthward and mingled here with the original inhabitants. Their nearest neighbors, the Albanians, can not disown Greek
descent.
One sees among them people with as pure Grecian profiles as if they had been models for Phidias.
Ivan, the last ruler
of Zeta and the first prince of Montenegro, died in 1490.
The credit of having biased the path of culture in Montenegro
is due to Prince Danilo and his wife Darinka. a remarkable couple,
though misunderstood and little appreciated. He was a brave man
little affected by cultivation but endowed with natural intelligence
that a portion of the Spartans either voluntarily or

sion migrated
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and

and she was a gifted, cultured and beautiful
These two rare people were united in an ideally happy

inflexible energy,

woman.
marriage.

Danilo had no desire to be a bishop as well as a prince, like

Accordingly he hung up the ecclesiastical dignity
and declared himself a secular prince. At one stroke
blood revenge, brigandage and robbery were done away with, and
peace and order were established. Danilo was the man to execute
the Draconian code which he had prescribed. He was a despot but
an enlightened one, and which is the main thing he was the man
whom Montenegro needed. It required an iron fist and not kid
gloves to create order in a land constantly threatened from outside
by the Turks and torn within by factional feuds.
In 1855 Danilo married the beautiful fifteen-year-old Darinka
his predecessors.

on a

nail

—

—

Csuvikitch, a wealthy Slavic merchant's daughter with

whom

he

had become acquainted two years earlier at her parents' home when
he was passing through Triest. The young princess performed the
task assigned to her with spirit and skill. The first thing she did
upon arriving in Cetinje was to have the Turks' heads removed
which had been placed as ornaments on the tower. This was the
sign of the arrival of a new era, and now began the work of civilization to which Danilo and Darenka indefatigably devoted themselves.

Their

common

activity lasted only five years, but all that

Montenegro is to-day and has to show in cultivation and intelligence it owes to these two great characters. Whence did Prince
Nikola and his ministers derive their training? Darinka had them
educated in Paris. By her amiability and solicitude she won over
the rough but good-hearted people who even to-day reverence her
She strove to improve the condition of the women by
as a saint.
introducing among them such lighter branches of industry as silkculture and fruit raising. To Danilo she was a faithful counsellor,
an oracle whose utterances he followed without hesitation. To be
sure there were plenty of difficulties. The new position as secular
prince, the recently attained independence from the suzerainty of
the Porte, and above all the necessity of entering into relations with
the great powers, how would Danilo have been able to adapt himself to all these changed relations without the advice and active
cooperation of his highly gifted wife? Darinka in her partiality

—

for France succeeded in winning over the court of the Tuileries

and

in

breaking the Russian influence, a wrong stroke which later

drove her into

exile.

Probably there are people

in Cetinje

who even

to-day assert
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and complain that Darinka administered the etiquette of the court
too strictly. But if we consider what Asiatic customs and usages
she found existing in the Black Mountains we cannot help arriving
at the conclusion that the ordinary laws of social custom would
seem like strict court etiquette to the Montenegrin of that day.
Even in 1891 I saw an old voivode spit on the carpet in the salon
of an ambassador's wife.

In the

summer

of 1860 Danilo with his wife and two-year-old

daughter Olga took a country house

in the

Bocche

di

Cattaro in

CATTARO FROM PERZAGNO.
order to benefit by the sea baths.

In the afternoon of August 13

Danilo, wishing to return with Darinka from Cattaro to his villa
in

Perzagno, was

in the act of

carry him across the small bay,
to the ground.

The

assassin,

boarding the boat which was to
a shot was heard and he fell

when

Thoso Kadish, was captured and a

The Montenegrins still
Montenegrins, they shoot them." Thoso was avenging his brother who
had been shot at Danilo's command while he himself had been
few weeks

later

was hanged

in Cattaro.

hold this against Austria, for they say, "People do not hang
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merely banished.

Both brothers had taken part in an uprising
Thoso had remained away from Montenegro

against Danilo, and

for three years, lying in wait for the favorable

moment

for re-

That same night Danilo died suffering unspeakable pain.
The victor of blood revenge had fallen a sacrifice to it.
Darinka accompanied the body of her husband to Cetinje on
foot and exerted all her influence to enforce Danilo's last will which
named his nephew Nikola as his successor. The terrible blow
which came to the young wife, who had barely reached her twenvenge.

tieth year,

could not

make her

faithless to her task or rob her of

her composure.

When

eighteen-year-old

nephew she undertook the thankless task

of train-

—unfortunately to

no avail

ing

—

him

she had assured the throne to her young

She attempted

for his calling.

to instill

into

him the

characteristics of his predecessor.

The

inexperienced youth gladly submitted to the guidance of Darinka

who governed without

restriction during the first part of his reign,

to the great benefit of the country.

Darinka had never made a secret of her French sympathies
and had always given France the preference over Russia. Now
there was in Cetinje a party with the voivode Mirko (who is described as a martial hero and a hen-pecked husband) at its head
which perceived in the civilization of Montenegro a misfortune
and the downfall of heroic spirit. Mirko, the father of Prince
Nikola, is said also to have looked askance upon the influence
exerted on his son by "foreigners." Thus it became an easy matter
for Russia in conjunction with this party to accomplish the removal
The poor woman left the land which she
of Princess Darinka.
had entered with such high hopes and the people to whom she had
devoted her whole strength and by whom she was idolized, and
chose Venice for her dwelling place. Her paternal fortune, a million
florins, which Danilo had never drawn upon, she lost with the
bankruptcy of her father's family. So she lived almost in a state
of poverty on an annuity provided for her by Napoleon III and
after his fall by Russia. The government of Cetinje promised her
an annual pension of twenty thousand francs which it is generally
believed she never saw. Such was the fate of the princess who had
lavished beneficences with a generous hand.
Darinka died in the
winter of 1893 and received the recognition which had been refused
her when alive.
She was buried in Cetinje where her husband
rests.
Princess Olga, the child of Danilo, accompanied the body of
her mother to Montenegro and did the best that a poor orphan
princess could do
she died soon afterwards.
Nevertheless Da-

—
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rinka's

memory

lives

on

in the hearts of the grateful

When
woman he

never be extinguished.
his veneration for a
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people and will

a Montenegrin w^ishes to express
says,

"Thou

Darinka," the greatest flattery of which he

art like the Princess

is

capable.

Aside from this idolizing of Darinka, the Montenegrin does
not have a very high opinion of women.
If a daughter is born
to him he is ashamed and greets her with the blessing, "May the
lightning strike her!"
When he walks abroad his wife walks
respectfully three steps behind him, which

however

days when foes lurked behind every rock.

voivode can not easily bring himself to
according to ancient tradition this
the example of Prince Nikola,

on

his

is

ofifer

is

a relic of the

Even

the

educated

a lady his arm, for

a humiliation to a man.

who always

Even

gallantly takes his wife

arm, has not yet inspired them to emulation.

An

old voivode

was once compelled by circumstances to offer his arm to the wife
of an ambassador. The lady, who was familiar with their customs,
said: "Voivode, you probably have not often taken a woman on
your arm?" "Boga mi, thou art the first," he answered candidly.
This intimate "thou," which the Montenegrin always employs when
he speaks Servian, which he uses in addressing his prince as well
as every other person and which makes intercourse with him so
pleasant, will soon be displaced by advancing civilization.
In the
society of Cetinje where French is the every-day language it is of
course replaced by voiis.
The road from Cattaro to Cetinje is a masterpiece of Austrian
engineering. It winds up the rock in thirty-two turns, from which
a magnificent view of the Bocche di Cattaro may be enjoyed. After
I had seen a few Montenegrins armed to the teeth I reached
Njegus, the ancestral home of the ruling Petrovic family. At sight

crowd of children who ran barefoot out of the school carrying
slates under their arms, who stared at me curiously and
greeted me kindly, I was ashamed of the heavily loaded revolver
which I carried in my belt under my cloak and of the heroic resolves with which I had entered the "legendary Montenegro," the
land of the famous "robbers, murderers, cut-throats and sheepof a

books and

thieves."

The road from Njegus
lines.

Cetinje

lies in

to Cetinje follows

somewhat

straighter

a valley which for a moderate pedestrian

is

about a half an hour long and twenty minutes broad.
One can
see at the first glance that he is in the basin of an exhausted lake.

At the west end of

the valley there

is

a dry river bed

told can be followed as far as Lovcen.

The whole

is

which I was
surrounded
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by steeply jutting rocks of fantastic formation. In the walls of
the valley can be seen rock washed out by the waves, chalked mussels and other fossilized fresh water fauna.
On my first glance at Montenegro the neighborhood seemed
very familiar to me, and after long reflection I remembered that
I had seen the same abrupt cliffs at the Vienna observatory by
moonlight.

A

on the ground,

street of one-storied houses built directly

two cross

streets

and a few huts scattered

in the valley

—

this

is

the

NJEGUS.
capital of the prince of the Black Mountains.

In spite of

obtrusive appearance Cetinje makes a favorable impression.
site the royal

one-storied

palace

little

—probably

balcony

is

the dwelling of the

cottage with three

Crown Prince

windows

in front

its

un-

Oppo-

Danilo, a

and a small

the most modest dwelling of a successor to a

First I saw a few cows deliberately walking
over the lawn, then came a young dandy in a costume glittering

throne in

all

Europe.

with gold and with a monocle in his eye,

me

as the minister of finance.

said to be by no

means

The

who was

finances of

pointed out to

Montenegro are

so brilliant as their minister.

329
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A

dirty Albanian

walked down the

street,

with a long loaf of bread in each hand
a large dog following at his heels and rub-

on one loaf and then on the other.
bread and dog disappeared in the door of the Turkish
which like all the palaces in Cetinje is a very modest
house. Even the prince's palace has only one story and
bing his nose

first

impression of a pretty

villa.

neglected garden which at
wall

continued

is

in a

my

These are

first

In the rear

first

is

embassy,
one-story
gives the

joined to a rather

surrounded by a

wall, but this

fence of interlaced juniper branches.

impressions from the year 1889.

nothing was changed up to the time of

my

Since

departure in 1891 the

They are very conserva-

would be about the same to-day.

picture

is

it

Albanian,

tive in Cetinje.

Rjeka lay between picturesque cliffs. From one
and also Belvidere) there is a splendid
view of the Lake of Scutari and the mountain heights of xA.lbania.
The Lake of Scutari offers an ever-changing, but always incom-

The road

point (which

to

is

called Prilip

parably beautiful picture, according to the time of the day, the

and atmospheric conditions. Smiling and joyous in sunshine,
on dark days it is gloomy and melancholy it seems a different lake
This view alone is worth the
in morning light than at evening.
journey to Cetinje, and yet of the many strangers who visit Montelight

;

negro's capital but very few ever get so far.
hotel

—

Cetinje has a real hotel

—they

eat a

They

alight at the

good meal, view the

and theater from the outside, receive checks
by post which is the main thing— and with the consciousness that
like bold travelers they have braved the danger of having their noses
cut off, and that they know the Black Mountains thoroughly, they
journey homewards to write stately volumes on sheep stealing.
A quarter of an hour's walk down from Prilip, which usually
palace, church, cloister

—

marked

the

snow

line,

there

lies in

the valley the village Dobroselo,

which enjoys the distinction of being permitted once every year to
Tropical fruits flourish
invite the prince to dinner in the open air.
in this valley.
This should not see remarkable, for here we are
in the same latitude as at Rome, although the high altitude of about
two thousand feet accounts for the comparatively rough climate of
Montenegro.
It was on this path that I saw the Turkish ambassador, an
elegant young man who was taking his old dragoman out for a
walk. It was funny to observe how awkwardly the old-time Turk,
who wore wide bright red breeches adorned with patterns as large
as one's hand, adapted himself to this unaccustomed occupation.
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The

pasha, our daily guest, stood and chatted with us, while the

man

The first
"Thou shalt not look
upon any woman whom thou hast not bought." The second runs,
"Ask no one after his family." Thus as occasion ofifers one learns

old

stood by him with eyes demurely cast down.

Turk

rule of propriety of the uncivilized

is,

the savoir vivre of other nations.

On

one occasion the action of the representative of the Sublime

Porte aroused general merriment.

Montenegro was celebrating the

anniversary of the victory of Grahova over the Turks, and Cetinje

CETINJE FROM THE SOUTH (EASTERN ENd).

was

brilliantly

illuminated.

When

the Turkish ambassador

saw

that everything was lighted up he did the same without asking
any questions, and so illuminated in celebration of the defeat of
his

own

nation.

Once when we were tired of climbing and sat down to rest
upon a rock we saw before us among the bare rocks a few patches
of earth which were carefully tilled, and a human habitation, half
hut and half cave. Soon an old Montenegrin came out of the hut
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carrying a whole arsenal in his
himself as the possessor of

belt.

all

He
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greeted us and introduced

these splendors.

In the simple

whole-hearted fashion of nature-folk he asked for our biographies
and told his own. He was a much traveled man who had gone as
far as Asia Minor as a peddlar and was even acquainted with lands
"where there are no rocks." "How people can live there I do not

understand," he said, with a shrug of his shoulders.

In his youth

he had taken part in every Turkish war and said, not quite logically

"Every spring the war began the Turks always began the war and
we always fought on Turkish ground." Then followed great praise
for the good old times and condemnation of certain innovations.
"Doctors!" he cried, "What's the use of doctors? They send doctors to us from Russia who cut off the hands and feet of the
wounded and make cripples of them. Look at me!" He sprang
Am I lame? I have
up. "Both my feet have been shot through.
become well and strong. If the doctors had had a chance at me
they would have killed me or at least made me a cripple."
From his further narratives I learned to understand how war
had become the necessity, the habit and the source of livelihood for
What heroic stubbornness it required
this rude mountain people.
Since the
to wrest the means of sustenance from these rocks
of
Bosnia
and
Herzegovina
by
Austria
war
with
Turkey
occupation
learn
has ceased, and the Montenegrin must
to find another occu;

!

Indeed

pation.

it

is

hard, but the natural intelligence of the people

and the necessity of earning when they can no longer plunder help
Offer people work and they will gladly
to overcome the difficulties.
But indeed, what can be hoped from a govseize the opportunity.
ernment which rejoices when the population is diminished by thirtysix thousand inhabitants from the effects of poverty and emigration,
and thinks that all trouble is ended because the inhabitants who are

now be able to make a living? Our old man asked at partwhen the Turks would finally be driven out of Europe. Unfortunately we could not give him any definite answer.

left will

ing

A

conspicuous personage of Montenegro intellectually was the

voivode

Maso

Vrbiza.

After his fatherland turned into peaceful

Grahova demonstrated that he could attain
success in peace as well as in war. Without having made a special
study, the first commander of Montenegro was transformed into its
first engineer.
He built streets, bridges, houses, and an aqueduct

paths, the conqueror of

for Cetinje.

He

labored untiringly for the country, undisturbed by

the fact that he received only a contemptuous shrug of the shoul-

ders as reward for his activity which was often combined with
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Montenegrins were like him in unceasing
activity and ability the country would certainly be upon a higher
plane of civilization to-day. Vrbiza was the first Montenegrin to
Since then he won the "gratitude of princes"
establish a factory.
for the labor he devoted to the common weal, and went into exile
With what feelings must the old man
to Bosnia where he died.
have left the Black Mountains, the land for which he had bled in
war, and to which in time of peace he had consecrated all his
personal sacrifices.

If all

powers

With regard to its defences Montenegro can serve as a model
modern states. In a population of something more than
two hundred thousand inhabitants it can place an army of thirty-six
thousand men in the field. At the same time no standing army is
kept to burden the finances of the country. Every man owns his
own arms, every man is a soldier. The tocsin is sounded from
for

all

mountain and before twenty-four hours have passed the
mobilized. Neither old men nor children will endure
being held back when they are fit for marching. At the time of
the last Turkish war a regular mania to go with the army raged
among the boys. One boy who had made repeated attempts at flight
was shut in and his clothes taken from him. When every one in
the house was asleep he jumped out of the window half naked and
ran after the men who were advancing against the Turks. In the
morning he was found benumbed and brought home where he died
shortly afterwards from the consequences of his night's excursion.
Another boy who was lucky enough to reach the battlefield sprang
upon a Turk's back in a hand to hand conflict. The Turk held the
boy firmly and turned to run with him as a prisoner to the Turkish
camp, but the little Montenegrin drew his dagger from his belt and
mountain

to

entire force

is

Turk in the throat.
Even the women and children frequently took part in battle.
They showed me a beautiful majestic woman who when she was
a girl had been through the last Turkish war with her voivode
The conveyance of arms and provisions and the removal
father.
of the wounded were always tasks that belonged to the women,
who like the women of Sparta did not weep for their fallen husstabbed the

bands and sons.

The
soon

fair

daughter of a certain voivode had

as the visit

of a

defiantly in the door, half blocking the way.

would play on her

lips

to reach her father.

many

suitors.

wooer was announced she would place

when

A

As

herself

contemptuous smile

the aspirant pushed by her in order

Sometimes the father was

satisfied

with the
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who

roughly pushed

the girl aside

when

One day
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came a man
make room for

there

she did not

him to pass. The girl looked at the ungallant fellow with big eyes,
and when her father summoned her to make known her pleasure
she said "Yes," to the astonishment of every one. Three sons were
born of

this

marriage,

all

of

whom

like their father fell in battle

against the Turks.

The mother

received the news of their death

without shedding a

tear.

When

they told her that her third and

last

son had fallen she stood rigid a few seconds, then laughed out

shrilly

and

fell

down

During my stay in Cetinje, the wedding
was solemnized. When I expressed my ad-

dead.

of her granddaughter

miration of the bride's beauty an old voivode said,

"Her grand-

mother was more beautiful yet," and then he told me the story.
Montenegrin women, although generally pretty and in particular instances even beautiful, nevertheless carry the brand of their
calling as beasts of burden, which they have borne for centuries
and still retain to some extent namely a broad arched back and a
narrow chest. Even the voivodess who has not labored for several
generations carries the mark just the same as the poor woman who
drags her bundle of wood to the market at Cetinje. The men on
the other hand have followed only the vocation of arms and are
proud and powerful heroic forms. Darwin would have seen here
;

the living manifestation of his theory.

That the women are also not lacking in courage and decision
A woman came to a doctor
is shown by the following instance
bind
her
bleeding
hand from which she had
up
and asked him to
inquiry
she related that she
chopped off a finger. To the doctor's
had been climbing around among the rocks in order to cut the
scanty underbrush when a poisonous snake had bitten her finger.
She quickly chopped off the injured member and not until then
Since she showed no trace of poisoning, the
killed the snake.
doctor was of the opinion that she had not delayed in her act a
The same doctor told incredible things about
single pulse-beat.
the vital energy and power of resistance of the inhabitants, and
thought that if he were to publish in a medical journal the operations in which he had been successful they would declare him
insane and take away his diploma.
One occurrence which took place during my stay in the Black
Mountains ought also to find a place here because it serves better
than thick volumes could do to place the character of the people in
"A youth loved a maiden" who had shown no
its proper light.
The young man's father at his son's
preference for any other.
:
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was rudely
had been enemies from the lamented
Thereupon the youth ran off with his
days of blood revenge.
beloved and brought her to the house of his father. The old man
was terrified and ran to Vladika for advice. "Go once more
request went to ask the girl's father for her hand, but
rebuffed, because the families

a-wooing," said the oracle. "Tell truthfully that the elopement took
place without thy knowledge and consent, and beg the father to
become reconciled." "And if I am again rejected?" "Then let
the girl marry thy son without the consent of her father." The old
man's attempt at reconciliation was rejected and he acted according
Some time later the young wife
to the instructions of Vladika.
betook herself to her father's home to beg forgiveness from her
family.
What happened there no one has told. It is only known
that the young woman on her way home sprang off a precipice
and lay crushed upon the ground. A short time afterward one

He

of her brothers shot the obtrusive brother-in-law.

and was condemned

On

to death.

plead guilty

the scene of his execution he

addressed the people, emphasized the justice of the sentence, tore

open

his coat so as to present his

manded
it

may

"Fire

!"

and died

be observed that

like a
in

bared breast to the

hero of tragedy.

com-

bullets,

In this connection

Montenegro the humane custom pre-

vails of reading the sentence of death to the condemned for the
first

time on the place of execution where they had been brought

Not long
Spain they shut up condemned

out under the pretense of taking them to another prison.

ago the newspapers reported that in
criminals the last night before their execution in a chapel
they could only kneel or stand.
not

much

"After

A
Duca

better.

all

we

Are they not tempted

which
it

is

Montenegro,

to cry out in

savages are better"?

well-known figure on the
di

in

In other civilized countries

Meduna.

I

streets of Cetinje

could not learn his real

was the

name

;

so-called

his children

have adopted the name Dukic. Many years ago he left wife and
children and started out into the wide world, an ordinary citizen
without education. How he succeeded in acquiring cultivation and
the forms of social intercourse has remained his own secret. The
fact is that he came to be a perfect master of all the important
languages of Europe, moved undiscovered among the court of
Napoleon III in Paris, and in the highest social circles of Italy
passed as the Duke of Meduna and brother of the Prince of Montenegro. He is said to have married an Italian duchess and to have
escaped with her diamonds. At last he became homesick and returned to Cetinje. He was at once apprehended and brought before
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couldst thou dare pass thyself off as

"Thou

thundered Nikola.

thyself hast said that

all

my

brother?"

Montenegrins

are thy brothers," calmly replied the duke. Nikola had his "brother"

put into prison but later allowed him to escape.

very quietly as a pettifogger, and only

Since then he lived

now and

then caused remark

by some biting bon mot. Sometimes he served as a guide to tourReturning from such a trip in Bosnia, he remarked to the
ists.
Austrian attache, "I was always an enemy of Austria, but since I
have seen what it has accomplished in Bosnia within a dozen years
In conversation with a gentleman
I feel that we might be friends."
who did not use the choicest language the duke said with dignity:
"Savez-vous, Monsieur, vous avez regu beaucoup d' instruction mais
pen

Once he saw

d' education."

intoxicated through the streets.

a relative of the prince reeling

"Voila I'oncle des

The duke had become

cried in mockery.

old

;

RomanovsV

he

felt that

he

with

youth and beauty the prospects of success had likewise disappeared
and therefore he stayed at home. If he has not written his personal

memoirs

it

is

The French ambassaThe poor duke

greatly to be regretted.

dor expressed a wish

to see the duke's children.

was ashamed of his bare-footed flock, but his inventive spirit again
helped him out of his embarrassment. He blackened his children's
feet, waited until twilight and thus was able to introduce them
with credit.

On July 8, 1890, before eight o'clock in the morning a shot
suddenly rang through the main street of Cetinje, followed in the
course of a few seconds by two other shots.

The people rushed

the spot and Cetinje resounded with wild tumult.

to

Bosko Marino-

commander of his body-guard, fell
The murderer, Savo Pocek, was seized by a
priest who sought to disarm him. The dying Martinovic felt for his
revolver which had dropped out of his belt when he fell, found it
vic,

a cousin of the prince and

with a fatal wound.

and with sure aim sent one ball through the assassin's breast and
the second through his head so that he fell dead at once. All this
was but the work of a few seconds and was sooner done than said.

When we

take into consideration that the

the houses after the

first

men who rushed

out of

wounded man, that
Martinovic was fatally

shot surrounded the

the priest wrestled with the murderer, that

wounded, we must admit that the dying Montenegrin surpassed
legendary master shot.
Martinovic, universally esteemed
and beloved because of his upright noble character, lost consciousness, and was taken into a house amid the lamentations of the
people. Physicians called him back to life but only for a short time.
Tell's
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for he died that

same morning

in the

most

terrible

a sound of complaint or a sigh passing his lips.

agony without

One

of his last

mouth of a Montenegrin.

utterances sounds curious in the

has become of Pocek?" he asked.

"He

is

dead."

am

"I

"What
sorry;

it

was over-hasty of me to shoot him," said the dying man. From all
parts of the country came deputations who adorned his grave with
Austria's

garlands.

representative called

Martinovic the noblest

of Montenegrins.

The

history preceding this

murder

is

got into a quarrel with the Perjaniks and

as follows Savo Pocek
was so mistreated by one
:

of them that he lay ill for months. Following the law which forbade retaliation Pocek entered a complaint and the guilty man was
sentenced to six hours imprisonment. Half insane from a sense

—

of injured honor Pocek decided to obtain for himself the satisfaction

which the court had denied him.

In search for the originator

of the unjust sentence he unfortunately

upon the idea that
But this was far
right mind he would

fell

Martinovic must have been the guilty person.

H

from the truth.
Pocek had been in his
have been compelled to say to himself that Martinovic, universally
esteemed and recognized to be of an upright character, could not
have had any hand in the affair. The present minister of war
probably a son of the murdered man.

At that time
where he was
receiving his education, to step into his father's place. The young
man shone as a graceful skater on the skating pond of the prinMartinovic

a son, a

is

young blood, was

called

home from

Italy,

cesses.
*

On

*

*

July 14 there was a celebration of which the irony was

understood perhaps by only a very few. The bands of music of
the Crown Prince played the Marseillaise before the French embassy, the Cetinje Byzantines congratulated the ambassador, and he

Count A., was obliged to express
thanks for the homage rendered to the republic and all this
"because the thought of freedom in defiance to all limitations

himself, the fanatical aristocrat.

—

his

dances on

in a

Bacchanalian and undying whirl!"

In the year 1890 there
spite of the emigration

was a great famine in Montenegro. In
which diminished the population by thirty-

thousand inhabitants, the starving people sat in the streets in
long rows by the walls of the houses. They were pale, sorrowful
figures, who without begging sat there in quiet resignation and
six

simply looked at the passers by, but in that look there lay an expression of suffering which said

more than

a long discourse.

And
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in this Street of

Sighs strolled the society of Cetinje without allow-

them

ing the infinite misery to disturb

in their pleasure.

The com-

mon Montenegrin, accustomed to endure suffering without complaint, also passes by the sufferings of others with indifference,
not from hardheartedness, but because he considers it as an everyday matter to be taken for granted. But that the cultivated people

should so entirely lack

all

sense of humanity enraged me.

Inci-

it may be observed that culture exerts by no means an
ennobling influence upon the character of the Montenegrins, but it
seems to be true of all natural people that they adopt first the
The cause of the previces which civilization brings in its train.

dentally

vailing famine

is

to

be sought partly in the character of the

soil

and partly in the inactivity of the government. If the harvest
which the Montenegrin expects from the patch of earth wrested
from the rocks is scorched by drought or decayed by too much
Industry and professions, where one can
moisture, what then?
speak of these at all, are still in their infancy, and Prince Nikola
Solooks comfortably on while thousands of his subjects perish.
In spite
cially he is very amiable, but to his people he is a tyrant.
of the famine of 1890, the grain loaned by the government to the
inhabitants was demanded back with great severity including about
twenty-five percent interest.
in Cetinje before the prince

A

deputation from Banjani appeared

and besought him not

to

demand

the

back payment all at one time but
Instead of receiving an answer they
over two or three years.
were thrown into prison to serve as a warning to others and were
The emergency loan was collected
kept there almost a month.
without mercy. What does Nikola care for the hunger and misery
It is his vocation to satisfy his vanity, and to
of his subjects?
squander the sweat and the blood of his subjects on his travels.
Adherents of the ancien regime may well go to Montenegro where
to let

it

be divided in installments

they can study the consistent practice of the phrase L'etat c'est moi.
When the "beautiful princess Milena" goes to a watering-place
she

is

said to take with her the contents of the state treasury,

and

The beautiful Milena,
the daughter of the voivode Peter Vucotic, who they say ran barefoot when she was a child and married when thirteen years old,
knows how to play a modest and dignified part and is a good mother
She is not a mother to her people in the
to her many children.
sense that Darinka was. The court was at Rjeka when an indigent
family stopped there on their way out of the country. The father
was taken sick and the poor wife who was entirely without means
the officials wait for

months for

their pay.
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sent her boy to the princess to ask aid of her.

The

child

was

seized

by the Perjaniks and so abused that he returned home with great
It is highly improbable that the Perjaniks
gashes in his head.

would dare to commit such barbarities if they knew that the poor
were welcome to the "mother of her country," and if they were
afraid of being punished for such acts of cruelty.

In Darinka's

time they certainly would not have dared to perpetrate such deeds
of violence. The poor woman who told us her misfortune in simple

words concluded: "If I had not happened to ask the princess for
help I would have had one sick person on my hands, but now I
have two."
On March 27, 1891, an event took place which is well suited
to set the mild paternal government of Nikola in its proper light.
One morning about eight o'clock a poorly dressed man came into
Being repeatedly
the palace and desired to speak to the prince.
repulsed he sat down before the door with the words "The prince
must listen to me, he must grant me justice!" At this he was
seized and for half an hour was flogged before the palace amid
Finally the police who had applied the punishhis deafening cries.
ment dragged the half -dead man in triumph through the streets
probably as a warning example for the people past the hotel and
the Turkish embassy back to the bazaar, where they threw him
upon the ground. To my indignant summons of the police, for I
thought that it was some private squabble, I was informed that I
had before my eyes an executive act of the noble prince, "the poet,"
"the spiritual prince." Up to that time I had always been of the
opinion that I was not bloodthirsty, but I believe that in the excitement of the moment I would have looked on with pleasure if
they had torn Nikola to pieces.
Most historians condemn the terrorists of 1793 who throughout
their whole lives had been witnesses of similar infamous acts, for
no one in our own tame century understands the feelings with
which they turned against the oppressors. But in this moment I
understood them, and I knew they were not "monsters" but avengers
of the injured dignity of mankind.
What kind of a disposition
must Nikola have, when he is capable of such acts at a moment
:

—

when

his beloved

wife

is

lying dangerously

ill?

Public opinion in

Cetinje, to be sure, said that such

"bad humors" of the prince
sprang from the same cause as the famous mist of Chlum. I can
neither confirm this nor deny it.
I was not able to find out
whether the poor man who trusted in his prince's justice lived or
not.

To

all

my

questions

I

received only a

dumb shrug

of the
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Only one poor woman informed me that
for reply.
unhappy wretch had crept to the hospital on his hands and feet.
"Patience !" she cried, and raised her hand threateningly towards
the palace. "Sometime the poor people too will be avenged. They
are having a bad time now," she had reference to the illness of
!"
the princess, "but they will have still worse times
The Montenegrin has a vast amount of patience. He suffers
without complaint, but when once his measure is full then the
report of the revolver is heard and Europe has once more proof
that the Black Mountains are inhabited bv "robbers and assassins."
shoulders

the

CATTARO FROM THE SOUTH.

That the oppressed are procuring the satisfaction which has been
refused them, that there is many a murderer in Montenegro whose
hand a man of honor may press without shame, the world is not
aware.

"To know everything

is

to forgive everything."

I

myself

was personally acquainted with two murderers. One was a very
young lad who had shot a Turk in Albania at the age of fourteen
years.
He was a servant in the house where I lived. "Have you
no pangs of conscience? You have a sin upon your soul," I asked
him once. "No," replied the boy with blazing eyes. "The Turk
mistreated my mother; I tore the gun from the wall and shot him
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down.
added

would not do any differently to-day. Moreover," he
"he was only a Turk." The second murderer was

I

quietly,

voivode who mistreated him. "Do not strike me
might forget myself," he begged. The voivode paid no attention and struck him again. Then the insulted man seized a revolver
from his belt and shot him down. He made no attempt at flight
and quietly awaited his fate. The "supreme court" condemned
him to death. The prince and this is the only humanly fine action
which I heard of him and it too is said not to have arisen from the
purest motives at any rate the prince pardoned him. The court
condemned him to twenty years imprisonment and the prince made
him gardener in the state school of forestry. Here he had a nice
little house in which he lived with his wife and apparently prosin the service of the

or

I

—

—

pered.

After the completion of the road to Podgoriza Prince Nikola
He went to the bazaar of

rose to a great stroke of statesmanship.

Cetinje and
ject of

how

made a

great speech to the market

unpatriotic

from abroad, while

in

it

was

Podgoriza

their

in

the sub-

from Cattaro,

own country

the best

Then he forbade them under heavy

vegetables were to be had.

penalty to bring any

women on

to handle vegetables

more vegetables from Cattaro

to the Cetinje

Highness forgot to advance to the poor
bazaar.
The women who carry on
working
capital.
women the necessary
the vegetable trade of Cattaro carry wood and poultry there to
market in order to buy with the proceeds their wares for Cetinje.
Since there is no sale for wood or poultry in Podgoriza the vegetable dealers were not able to procure any capital and so the Cetinje
Nevertheless his

population remained several days without vegetables, whereupon
there followed the solemn

revocation of the prohibition to buy

vegetables abroad.
*

Montenegro has
Dragovic.

When

also

its

*

*

poet-martyr.

His name

is

Marko

"the sky of Cetinje" lowered heavy above him

he tried first to locate himself in Turkey and then in Austria. But
a Montenegrin must have the special permission of his prince before
he is permitted to live in foreign lands. Since Dragovic either did
not ask for this or was not granted it, he was expelled from both

Forced
which was granted him.

countries at the request of the Montenegrin government.
to live in Cetinje he sought a small office

Since he was under suspicion of corresponding with foreign journals
his

house was searched one day.

Pretext for this action was

afforded by the real or fictitious loss of "documents from the state
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Dragovic were found several
caustic epigrams on the prince, about whose person and family he
was said to have contributed "spiteful and mendacious accounts"
He was captured and thrown into prison.
to various newspapers.
With head held high like a conqueror he left his house between
guards and walked to prison. "I am suffering an injustice," was
the only observation he made. He was sentenced by the supreme
court to six years imprisonment for the misappropriation of state
documents, and to six more years imprisonment for offences against
the prince. Once I saw this martyr of despotism before the prison
walking with proud step up and down somewhat apart from his
companions in misery. He did not look as if he were ever destined to become a court poet. At the time of the betrothal of one
of the princesses, the brother of Dragovic made the attempt to
obtain his pardon from the royal mother, but he was hurled into
the air by the prince's adjutant. Among the inhabitants of Cetinje
many different rumors were current. Once it was said that Dragovic would soon be released, at another time that the prince had
said that he would never leave prison alive. Again we heard that
he was to be sent into the interior of the country in a fever disarchives."

the papers of

where all the prisoners died. Since I left Cetinje soon afterwards I heard nothing more of the fate of the poor poet. What
valuable human material, what an amount of energy is lost in the
Black Mountains because of despotism
One more example of arbitrary power. An artisan who took
the liberty of asking an exalted personage for the settlement of
an account was thrown into prison and was there misused, people
say, only because he was a foreigner.
I do not believe this for
I saw with what great severity the natives also were treated.
A
number of thirteen- to fifteen-year-old boys were gathered together
to form an orchestra. They were worried and drilled all day long,
and when no more music was wanted they were compelled to im-

trict

provise in contests for the pleasure of the court.

made

When

the observation that the frail boys would break

a stranger

down under

the strain, the usual reply given by the authorities was: "That

makes no
loss will

difference, they will teach a larger

always be covered."

A

number

so that the

short time later two of the poor

from the writings of Fran-

musicians died in the hospital.

I

same thing occurs
All foreigners who come

in

Russia

to

Montenegro are well received

zos that the

first,

learn

in recruiting boys.

so that an ill-natured saying goes:

matriculate in Austria can

still

"A man who

fails

be Minister of Instruction in

at

to

Mon-
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But they are not pampered

tenegro."

As soon

long.

Monte-

as

negrins have had enough of them they are tricked and oppressed
so that they are glad enough to leave the Black Mountains behind

them.

who

This was the case with Doctor Lazo Kostiz, a Servian poet

He

edited a newspaper in Cetinje.

prince.

Finally he went to Cattaro, and

resignation

revised the

when

poems of the

there he sent in his

from safe Austrian ground.

In March, 1890, the young princess Zorka, the wife of the
present

King Peter

funeral from

all

The people crowded

of Servia, died.

Accustomed

parts of the country.

to the

to her

dangerous

throngs and the tumult usual on such occasions in civilized countries
I

was greatly astonished

of

many thousands

at the behavior of the people.

The crowd

stood in hushed silence like a wall at the

appointed places so that nowhere was there the slightest disturbance. The king and queen walked with unmoved faces behind the
coffin of their

of the muscles

Are

beloved daughter, and only the convulsive twitching

showed

human feelings.
could not make out.

that they possessed

the Montenegrins devout?

of their folk songs there

is

I

a line, "God, the ancient destroyer," an

expression of Prometheus-like dauntlessness.
creation

is

In one

particularly curious.

whole bagful of mountains was

Their account of the

After the creation of the world a
left over.

This bag the creator

took upon his back and started up to heaven, but on the

way

the

bag tore open and the mountains all fell out on one place, which
is called Montenegro.
I heard that there is also a shrine to which Turks, Jews and
Christians alike make pilgrimages. At the head of the procession
walks a Turk carrying the cross. At least it is a remarkable example of mutual tolerance.
It is said that whoever has drunk the water of Cetinje must
return there.
I would rather say that whoever has breathed the
Cetinje air yearns for it.
Raw, but invigorating and keen like
molten steel, it absolutely does not permit any nervousness and
makes every inhalation a pleasure. Perhaps the reason for the
heroism of the inhabitants lies for the most part in the quality of
the air.

I

am

surprised that

it

has never occurred to a physician

up a sanitarium here.
During the entire time of my long stay in Cetinje there was
never any trace of hatred towards Austria on the part of the people.
In 1909 this must have been stirred up artificially. In the government, to be sure, it was quite different. They were compelled to
accept with thanks the rich subsidy which they received. Opposite

to set
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watchman who took note of all who
One evening I was walking through the streets of
front of me was the son of the Austrian ambassador,

the Austrian embassy stood a

frequented

it.

In

Cetinje.

He was

a pupil at the Naval Academy.

accompanied by his fourwore the sailor's blouse and cap
in honor of her brother.
Two Montenegrins met them. One said
to his companion, "See there! two Austrian soldiers!" "Fine looking fellows !" replied the other, assenting. Both had overlooked the
fact in the dim light that the second soldier was a girl.
Once a
person belonging to the embassy desired to have some opanken,
shoes such as were worn in that country, and sent to the opankemaker, who sent word that she would be glad to make the opankes
if she had the measure, but she could not come because if she did
her husband who was on the police force would lose his place.
Once when we were out walking we were followed by a very
teen-year-old sister

decently dressed

who

man

likewise

bearing strange old

us sharply, stayed behind and

fire

He

arms.

stared at

when my companion had gone

a few
ahead he came up quickly and whispered to me, "I am horribly
hungry." Just then an old man came up, a walking arsenal, who
was moved neither by distress nor by culture. He at once submitted us to a keen cross examination. "Where do you come from?
Where are you going? Are these your children? No? Then
whose are they? Then you are Austrians? Well I'm glad of that.
But now you must tell me, what your emperor is thinking of."
Dumbfounded I stared at the questioner. "What do you mean?"
"Well, why doesn't he live in Cattaro?" "In Cattaro?" "Yes, he
can't find a finer city, can he?"
Cattaro is regarded most highly
by the Montenegrins. A man who was banished from Cattaro for
disorderly behavior said "A Montenegrin who can't go to Cattaro
steps

:

is

like a

mouse

in

The winter

a trap."

of 1891

reached up to the

first

was very snowy.

had shoveled the snow away I went out.
the snow was still untouched and I tried
but always

slid

back.

Above me stood

chain behind him at his feet.
his

belt,

hands to
I

In Cetinje the snow

stories of the houses.

He

I

When

came

to climb

a convict

the convicts

where
up the mountain

to a place

who

trailed a long

took the chain, hooked

it

into

stepped to the edge of the chasm, stretched out both

me and

said.

"Come,

I

will

help you."

In

surprise

looked up and saw a pair of dark eyes looking frankly at me.

Without

hesitation, without prudishness, I laid

saluted

stiffly.

I

my

hands

in those

him draw me up. "Thank you," I said. He
would like to have known what crime my friendly

of the criminal and

let
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companion had been guilty
I

of,

but there was no one there

whom

could ask.
In closing

bringer of joy,

The door

I

must remember thee

who made

gratefully, tall Savo, thou

possible our intercourse with Europe.

opens, a long handjar appears, then a pair of old pis-

comes tall Savo bowing, and brings our letters and
Poor tall Savo
He came to a shameful end. It was a
holiday and perhaps Savo was a little over-merry when he delivered
the mail at the Turkish embassy.
To his misfortune he met the
cook alone and kissed her. This was nothing to object to, for Savo
was a fine looking fellow. But unfortunately at this moment she
saw the Pasha on the stairs, and therefore for propriety's sake
she had to scream. The Pasha entered a complaint on the ground
of injury to the embassy, and because of this kiss tall Savo was
condemned to two months imprisonment, and dismissed from his
tols,

and

papers.

office.

in

!

